The purpose of this letter report is t o provide an evaluation and proposed disposition of Observations No. 6-1 7, 6-1 8, and 6 -2 2 of the Site Electrical Assessment Report.
INTRODUCTION
In 1990, the WHC Site Electrical Task Group issued a Site Electrical Assessment Report, "300 Area Powerhouse and Emergency System." This report included numerous findings and observations relating t o observed deficiencies or opportunities for improvement in maintenance of the inspected electrical systems.
The purpose of this letter report is t o provide an evaluation and proposed disposition of Observations No. 6-1 7, 6-1 8, and 6 -2 2 of the Site Electrical Assessment Report.
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
OBSERVATIONS NO. 6 -1 7 AND 6 -1 8
Observations No. 6-1 7 and 6-1 8 address the lack of generator differential protection.
Without this protection, there is no high-speed mechanism t o prevent machine damage due t o internal faults and t o provide selective coordination of protective devices. Existing backup-type relaying does not provide adequate speed and sensitivity, and selective tripping for a machine internal fault may be adversely affected where multiple generators are paralleled (an internal fault in one machine may trip multiple machines off line).
Additionally, the recently installed shunt static exciters on generators 1, 2, and 3 may not provide sufficient energy during high level faults t o operate the existing overcurrent relays.
Installation of generator differential relaying will provide the sensitivity and selective tripping t o alleviate these issues. The configuration of the generator winding terminations will allow installation of a simple, self-balancing type differential protection scheme t o provide significantly improved machine and system protection and reliability.
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OBSERVATION NO. 6-22
Observation No. 6-22 recommends rewiring the generator synchro-verifier (synch-check) relays t o supervise paralleling operations in both automatic and manual modes. Presently, the synchro-verifier relays provides permissive supervision during manual synchronizing only. While the original observation applied only t o generators 1, 2, and 3 existing at the time, generator 4 uses a similar scheme. Standard industry practice recommends an independent supervisory device for both manual and automatic synchronizing actions. This recommendation may be executed w i t h existing equipment and minimal generator control cubicle re-wiring.
APPROACHlEVALUATlON

METHODOLOGY
The three subject observations will be evaluated, and proposed dispositions will be presented based upon the following tasks:
Review of assessment observations Review of standard industrial recommended practice for generator control and protection
Review of existing generator control and protection
Propose potential resolutions for observations Prepare order of magnitude cost estimate for proposed resolutions Evaluate no action alternative
PROPOSED RESOLUTIONS
Proposed resolutions were prepared based upon review of existing documentation, field inspection, and previous design and troubleshooting experience w i t h the generator system of the 3 6 2 1 -0 Building. However, additional detailed engineering will be required prior t o imptementation of the recommended resolutions t o verify assumptions, and identify interfaces and impacts t o associated systems and equipment. .:Derated from 937.5 nameplate kVA. s e p a r a t e l y E x c i t e d B e l t -d r i v e n a t time o f o r i g i n a l observation.
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Recommended Protection
Generator protection is based upon machine size, and additionally, importance t o the loads protection recommended by this standard for a medium-sized generator includes:
The basic minimum 
Primary Protection
Common methods of primary protection from generator internal faults include several schemes of differential current relaying. Differential relaying monitors the current flow at each end of the generator's armature windings. A difference in current between the t w o ends of a winding can indicate a fault condition in the protected zone, either a phase-to-phase, or a phase-to-ground short circuit. Phase differential relaying is the most effective method of detection for phase-to-phase faults, while ground fault relaying m a y also be used t o detect phase-to-ground faults. Properly designed differential relaying can provide very sensitive, high speed, and selective primary fault protection.
T w o types of differential protection may be employed
The basic differential scheme uses t w o current transformers per phase, one on each end of the generator armature winding, t o determine a difference current t o operate the relays. With this method, the CTs must be rated for full load current, and they must be a matched pair w i t h similar electrical characteristics. The interpreting relay must accept multiple CT circuit inputs, and must compensate for difference currents due t o nonidentical CTs. Percentage differential relays are commonly used.
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The second differential method is self-balancing, in that only one CT per phase is used, encircling both ends of the armature winding passing through the CT in opposite directions. With this method, the CT will only respond t o the net difference in current between the t w o ends of the winding, and thus full load current rated CTs are not required. This method requires winding leads that are physically capable of being co-located through the same CT. The responding relay may be a simple instantaneous overcurrent device.
Another method of internal fault protection is suggested in the Discussion associated with the original Observation N o . 6-17. This method, used with wye-connected machines, places phase overcurrent CTs at the common neutral point of the generator windings. Connected t o a standard overcurrent relay, the generator windings are included in the protected zone. This will provide some protection for internal faults, but since the relay must not trip for normal load currents, sensitivity is sacrificed. A voltage controlled or restrained overcurrent relay will provide increased sensitivity during the voltage depression caused by a fault. However, for paralleled machines, this type of protection may not adequately respond t o potentially large internal fault currents supplied E59052LR.TD.553
-a -b y other connected machines. Additionally, per drawing H-3-43874 and H-3-33646.
generators 1, 2, and 3 have delta-connected armature windings. With this arrangement, the use of overcurrent relays w i t h current transformers at the common neutral point (as suggested by the Discussion associated w i t h the original observation above) t o protect t h e machine from internal faults is not possible.
Secondary Protection
As noted in Observations No. 6-17 and 6-18, none of the generators of the 3 6 2 1 -D Building have (primary) differential relaying schemes. Without differential relaying, the present system relies on devices normally used for protection of small machines or backup protection on large or critical machines. These backup devices are discussed below.
Device 50/51, Phase Overcurrent Relays -These relays are installed t o sense current at the generators' output. Since the standard overcurrent relays must not trip for normal load currents which may be up t o 150 percent or more of the full load rating of the machine, sensitivity t o internal faults is diminished. Additionally, as a backup device selectively coordinated w i t h downstream overcurrent devices, an intentional time delay is introduced. This time delay will increase the degree of damage from fault current prior t o relay tripping. Selective tripping is also sacrificed w i t h this scheme w i t h t w o paralleled machines, in that both machines' relaying will see the single generator's internal fault current, and both may trip. As more machines are paralleled, selectivity w i t h this method will increase as each machine contributes a smaller percentage of the fault current seen by the faulted machine.
-A n additional misapplication is realized during consideration of the short-circuit characteristics of generators. The capability of the generator t o sustain output during a fault condition is determined by its excitation system. With excitation energy supplied from a source separate from thegenerator, fault currents will be sustained significantly longer than w i t h excitation derived from the generator output. A t the time of the original observation, the generators were equipped w i t h separate excitation from belt-driven exciters. Presently, generator excitation is from static E59052LR.TD.553 -9 0 9 12 719 6 KH-SD-LL-RPT-003, Rev. 0 exciters powered from the output of the generator (shunt connected -A voltage controlled time overcurrent relay will not operate until the input voltage drops below a predetermined set point (typically around 75% rated generator voltage). A t voltages below the set point, the relay will function like a standard time overcurrent relay. Since this relay is effectively disabled for normal values of control voltage, this device will not provide overcurrent protection for unfaulted system operation.
-The voltage restrained time overcurrent relay operates like a standard relay, however, the pickup value is determined by the controlling voltage. With normal control voltage, the pickup value is set above full load current, perhaps 150% or more. W i t h decreasing control voltage, the pickup value is lowered t o perhaps 25% of full load current. This relay will provide overcurrent protection in both unfaulted, and faulted operating conditions, and is the minimal recommended protection where differential relaying is not used.
-Assuming the faulted generators will sustain suffi'cient outpui, the backup overcurrent relay if applied at the output of a single, isolated generator, will not respond t o an internal fault, since output current will not include the fault current.
Applied where t w o similar machines are paralleled, the relay will respond ( w i t h delay)
t o internal fault current above its pickup setting supplied by the other machine, E59052LR.TD.553
10 -however, each generator will sense similar current magnitudes and each may trip off line. With more than t w o paralleled machines, backup overcurrent selectivity is possible as the relays of the faulted machine will sense the sum of the current from the other generators.
-The phase overcurrent relays applied t o generators 1, 2, and 3 are of the standard type, without voltage restraint or control. A s such, the pickup settings must be set higher than the maximum anticipated load current. Additionally, for selective coordination with downstream devices, a long time delay is required. The high pickup settings sacrifice sensitivity, and the long time delays will increase damage in during faults. Selectivity for internal machine faults will improve as the number of paralleled machines increases, three or more m a y be required for actual selectivity.
High magnitude faults may not be cleared due t o generator output decrement.
-Optimum sensitivity and selectivity would be achieved by the installation of 
COST DATA
Rough Order-of-Magnitude
Cost estimates are included in Table 3 for recommended dispositions of subject observations.
UNCERTAINTIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Required Loads
Based upon the interviews w i t h system cognizant personnel and available load data, is it assumed for this evaluation that no more that t w o generators are required t o support the total "survival" load of the system. This will allow loss of t w o machines without loss of power t o critical systems. Accepting this, and that there is an additional 1,500 k V A diesel-driven generator available in the 3 6 2 1 -B/C Building, the justification for the proposed generator relaying may place more weight on individual generator protection, rather than continuity of service t o system loads.
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FEATURES
* One relay can simultaneously monitor three phases plus neutral currents.
-All typical characteristic curves, including inverse, definite, I2t. and
Characteristics may be field selectable with optional switch.
BIT (built-in-test) provides a quick operational check to confirm the integrity of otitpiits, LED's, and targets, and simplifies calibration. 
-One relay can simultaneously monitor three phases plus neutral currents * Pickup setting is continuously adjustable over a wide range.
Designed for use with 5A current transformer secondaries.
Pickup Repeatability * 2% or 40 milliamps, whichever is greater.
-Independent output contacts for each sensing element.
* High speed operation.
* Operating power may be derived from t h e sensing input or an ac or dc source * Qualified to the requirements of -ANSIJEEE C37 90-1978, C37.90a-1974, ,and 
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